Various Load Balancing Techniques in Cloud Computing
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Abstract—now a day, the resources in the organization uses the power and consumes it by the unutilized Resources that are why the local cloud is becoming very popular. The requirement for cloud environments is not the reduction in consumption of the power only but also the requirement is to decrease the operating cost and improve the reliability of the system. Load balancing provides user satisfaction and also the ratio of resource utilization ratio after ensuring the allocation and efficiency of every resource being computed. This paper includes the various techniques existing for balancing the load in a cloud and their comparison on the basis of various parameters like performance, overhead, scalability etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing can be classified as a new paradigm for dynamic provisioning computer services supported by data centres that usually employ virtual machine (VM) technology for consolidation[1]. Cloud computing provides infrastructure, platform and software as services that is available to the consumer under the pay as you use model. The customers using a particular cloud, can access the resources provided by a cloud provider, according to the Service Level Agreement (SLA) given by the same cloud provider. In distributed data centres, the technology named virtualization is being used by the clouds to provide the resources to the customer whenever required. Clouds are provided to the customers for giving them three models: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).

Load balancing is one of important issues in cloud computing [2]. It is a technique in which distribution of the dynamic local workload is done equally across the nodes in a cloud in order to avoid the situation where few nodes are overloaded while few are idle. The motive is to get a high user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio to be achieved; therefore it helps in improving the performance and utilization of the resources of the whole system. The popularity...
of local cloud implementation is increasing due to the fact that commercialized cloud vendor are not much secure according to many organizations. The organizations using the private cloud can use various implementations of cloud computing while implementing their own private cloud. Some possible solutions for the same are Open Nebula [16] or Nimbus [18] or cloudbus[17]. This architecture achieves the availability and also the ease of scalability. The cloud includes several different types of hardware set ups. A cloud is built by single type of hardware; its nature is to expand various hardware types throughout its lifetime. The main part of power consumption in data centres come from computation processing, disk storage, networks and cooling system [15].

This paper is includes Section II Cloud Architecture. Section III describes energy-aware cloud architectural elements. Section IV describes existing load balancing techniques in cloud computing. Section V describes comparison of existing load balancing technique and Section VI conclusion.

II. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE

Layers:
Cloud computing architecture has the below given abstract layers which begins from bottom and works upwards. Figure 1 can be referred for the five layers that are constituted in cloud computing. The bottom most layer is known as the physical hardware (Haas). The customers using the cloud for this particular layer are mostly the big corporations whose requirements are extremely large amount of Hardware as a Service. As a result, the cloud-provider runs, oversees, and upgrades its subleased hardware for its customers [4].

The next layer coincides of the cloud’s software kernel. The layer acts as a path between the data being processed in the layer of Hardware and software infrastructure layer which is operating the hardware. It is the lowest level of abstraction implemented by the cloud’s software and its main job is to manage the server’s hardware resources while at the same time allowing other programs to run and utilize these same resources. [5]

The layer above the software kernel is the abstraction layer called the software infrastructure. This layer provides basic network resources to the two layers above it so that it can facilitate a new environment in a cloud that can be delivered to end users as an IT services. The services offered in the software infrastructure layer can be divided into three different categories: Computational resources (IaaS), data storage, and communication [5].

![Cloud Computing Architecture](image-url)
III. ENERGY-AWARE CLOUD ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture for supporting energy-efficient service allocation in Cloud computing infrastructure [11]. There are four entities included:

a) **Consumers/Brokers:** Cloud consumers or their brokers request a service anywhere around the world to the Cloud. An important notice makes the difference between Cloud consumers and users of the deployed cloud services. For example, a company deploying a Web application can be a consumer that represents different workload as per the different number of “users” using it.

![High-level system architectural framework](image)

**Figure 2:** High-level system architectural framework

b) **Green Resource Allocator:** This is an interface between the Cloud infrastructure and consumers. It needs interaction for supporting energy-efficient resource management of the following components:

- **Green Negotiator:** To finalize the SLA, it negotiates with the consumers/brokers with specified prices and penalties (for violations of SLA) between the Cloud provider and consumer depending on the consumer’s QoS requirements and energy saving schemes. In case of Web applications, for instance, QoS metric can be 95% of requests being served in less than 3 Seconds [22].
- **Service Analyser:** Interprets and analyses the service requirements of a submitted request before deciding whether to accept or reject it. Hence, it needs the latest load and energy information from VM Manager and Energy Monitor respectively.
- **Consumer Profiler:** Gathers specific characteristics of consumers so that important consumers can be granted special privileges and prioritized over other consumers.
- **Pricing:** it decides how service requests are charged to manage the supply and demand of computing resources and facilitate in prioritizing service allocations effectively.
- **Energy Monitor:** it determines that which machine power should be on/off.
- **Service Scheduler:** it Assigns requests to VMs and decides the resources for VMs. It also decides when VMs are to be added or removed to meet demand.
- **VM Manager:** the availability of VMs and their resource entitlements are traced. Also the migrating VMs across physical machines are kept in record by the VM manager.
- **Accounting:** Historical usage information helps in improving the decisions of service allocation.

e) **VMs:** Multiple VMs can be dynamically started and stopped on a single physical machine to meet accepted requests, hence providing maximum flexibility to configure various partitions of resources on the same physical machine to different specific requirements of service requests. Multiple VMs can also concurrently run applications based on different
operating system environments on a single physical machine. In addition, by dynamically migrating VMs across physical machines, workloads can be consolidated and unused resources can be put on a low-power state, turned off or configured to operate at low-performance levels (e.g., using DVFS) in order to save energy.

d) Physical Machines: The underlying physical computing servers provide hardware infrastructure for creating virtualized resources to meet service demands.

IV. EXISTING LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Following are the various load balancing techniques that are currently being used in cloud computing:

A. Dynamic Round-Robin algorithm
Dynamic Round-Robin [19] method is an extension to the Round-Robin method. It uses two rules that help to consolidate virtual machines. The first rule says that if a virtual machine has finished its assigned job and still other virtual machines are working that are hosted on the same physical machine, then this physical machine is not eligible to accept any new virtual machine. Such physical machines are called “retiring” state physical machines, that means we can only shut down the physical machine after all the other virtual machines finish their execution.

The second rule says that if there is a physical machine in the “retiring” state that is being used for long period of time, then instead of waiting for those virtual machines to finish, the physical machine is forced to transfer all the other virtual machines to other physical machines and then shutdown the first physical machine after the migration of the VMs finishes.

The threshold waiting time is represented by the “retirement threshold”. A physical machine will be forced to transfer to all the virtual machines and then shut it down as it is in the retiring state but after the retirement threshold, all the other virtual machines could not finish.

These two rules are used by the Dynamic Round-Robin strategy so as to consolidate virtual machines implemented by the Round-Robin method. According to the first rule, adding extra virtual machines to a retiring physical machine is avoided. According to the second rule, the consolidation process become fast and it enables Dynamic Round-Robin to shutdown physical machines, such that the number of physical machine used to run all virtual machines is reduced, hence the power can be saved.

B. A Hybrid algorithm
For the conservation of energy, Ching-Chi Lin[19] proposed the combination of Dynamic Round-Robin and First-Fit to form a Hybrid algorithm. The probability distribution (e.g., a normal distribution) is followed and the number of incoming virtual machines is assumed as a function for time. Hybrid algorithm uses virtual machine’s incoming rate for the scheduling of virtual machines. The First-Fit is used by the Hybrid method during rush hours to completely utilize the computing power of physical machines, and then it uses the Dynamic Round-Robin for the consolidation of the virtual machines and thus reduce the consumption of the energy in non-rush hours.

C. Ant colony optimization (ACO):
Kumar Nishant Suggested an algorithm [24] of ant colony optimization. In ACO [24] algorithm when the request in initiated the ant start its movement. Movement of ant is of two ways:
**Forward Movement**: Forward Movement means the ant in continuously moving from one overloaded node to another node and check it is overloaded or under loaded, if ant find an over loaded node it will continuously moving in the forward direction and check each nodes.

**Backward Movement**: If an ant find an over loaded node the ant will use the back ward movement to get to the previous node, in the algorithm [24] if ant finds the target node then ant will commit suicide, this algorithm reduced the unnecessary back ward movement, overcome heterogeneity, is excellent in fault tolerance.

**D. Equally Spread Active Execution. (ESCE) algorithm**

The estimation of the job size by the cloud manager and then checking for the for the availability of the virtual machine and also the capacity of the virtual machine. Once the available resource (virtual machine) size and the size of the job matches, then immediately the job scheduler allocates identified virtual machine or resource to the job in a queue. The affect of the ESCE algorithm [3] is that an improvement is seen in the response time and the processing time. The equal distribution of jobs is done, now the complete computing system is load balanced and there are no such virtual machines that are underutilized. Due to this merit, there is a reduction in the cost of virtual machine as well as the cost of data transfer.

**E. Load balancing mechanism based on ant colony and complex network theory (ACCLB) Algorithm**

ACCLB load balancing mechanism [7] based on ant colony and complex network theory from the open cloud computing concepts. The use of the small-world and scale-free characteristics of a complex network is done to achieve efficient load balancing. This technique discourages heterogeneity, is adaptive to dynamic environments, It also encourages fault tolerance and has better scalability that helps in the improvement of the system performance.

**F. Load Balancing Min-Min Algorithm (LBMM):**

Wang suggested an algorithm called LBMM [23].

LBMM has a three level load balancing framework. In first level LBMM architecture is the request manager which is responsible for receiving the task and assigning it to service manager, when the service manager receives the request; it divides it into subtask and assigns the subtask to a service node based on node availability, remaining memory and the transmission rate which is responsible for execution the task.

**G. Honeybee Foraging Behavior**

M. Randles et al.[25] investigated a decentralized honeybee-based load balancing technique that is a nature-inspired algorithm for self-organization. It achieves global load balancing through local server actions. Performance of the system is enhanced with increased system diversity but throughput is not increased with an increase in system size. It is best suited for the conditions where the diverse population of service types is required.

**H. Resource Aware Scheduling Algorithm (RASA)**

Saeed Parsa and Reza Entezari-Maleki [26] proposed a new task scheduling algorithm RASA. It is composed of two traditional scheduling algorithms; Max-min and Min-min. RASA uses the advantages of Max-min and Min-min algorithms and covers their disadvantages. Though the deadline of each task, arriving rate of the tasks, cost of the task execution on each of the resource, cost of the communication are not considered. The experimental results show that RASA is outperforms the existing scheduling algorithms in large scale distributed systems.
V. COMPARISON OF EXISTING LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUE

Below table show the comparative study of different load balancing. Difference made on base of techniques that are used in respective algorithms, advantages and disadvantages.

TABLE 1: COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Round-Robin[19]</td>
<td>The first rule. Avoid adding extra virtual machines to a retiring physical machine. The second rule speeds up the consolidation process and enables Dynamic Round-Robin to shutdown physical machines.</td>
<td>1.Power consumption is reduced. 2.Save power 3% more than power-sever implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid[19]</td>
<td>Combination of Dynamic Round Robin and First-Fit algorithms</td>
<td>1.Reduce Power consumption. 2. Easy to implement. 3. Response time is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO[24]</td>
<td>There are two types for movements: forward and backward. In the both the ant checks the load on the nodes and decides the next move over the node being overloaded or under loaded.</td>
<td>1. Detection of over loaded and under loaded nodes can be done. 2. Path tracing can be done consequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-Min Algorithm</td>
<td>It starts with a set of unassigned tasks. Firstly, minimum time for the completion for all the tasks is found. Then the minimum number of times, the minimum value is selected in which the minimum times among the tasks on the resources. After that according to that minimum time, the scheduling of the task is done on the corresponding machine</td>
<td>1. The same pattern is followed again until all the assigned tasks are on the resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeybee Foraging Behavior</td>
<td>It achieves global load balancing through local server actions. Performance of the system is enhanced with increased system diversity.</td>
<td>1. Best suited for the conditions where the diverse population. 2. Performance of the system is enhanced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Aware Scheduling Algorithm (RASA)</td>
<td>Composed of two traditional scheduling algorithms; Max-min and Min-min. RASA uses the advantages of Max-min and Min-min algorithms and covers their disadvantages.</td>
<td>1. Outperforms the existing scheduling algorithms in large scale distributed systems. 2. Used to reduce make span</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Cloud Computing has widely been adopted by the industry or organization though there are many existing issues like Load Balancing, Virtual Machine Consolidation, Energy Management, etc. which have not been fully implemented. Central to these issues is the issue of load balancing, that is required to distribute the excess dynamic local workload equally to all the nodes in the whole Cloud to achieve a high user satisfaction. In this paper, numerous proposed load balancing algorithms have been compared on the
basis of their advantages. But still some work need to be done to improve various factors like response time, throughpup and scalability. In the next phase of our work, we will try to develop an algorithm which gives better results for load balancing using these parameters and we will compare their results with the existing algorithms.
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